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Space to dream. Space to listen. Space to unwind. Space to learn. Space to be. Spacesaver® Corporation.  

Making space for everything for 40 years.

Spacesaver mobile storage systems and library shelving solutions make it possible to do more with existing space. Whether 

it’s print, digital or re-purposing, Spacesaver library storage solutions provide a variety of options to maximize space while 

providing the best storage solutions. Ever.

At Spacesaver we recognize the importance of providing the best library storage solutions that preserve and protect a variety 

of media. The flexibility to accommodate virtually any type of filing system, cabinet or rack and the development of numerous 

product innovations designed to provide user safety and to enhance collection preservation have made Spacesaver the 

leading manufacturer of library shelving and library display systems.



LIBRARY | MOBILE STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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Regardless of their size, weight or shape, virtually any type and variety of materials can be 

stored using a Spacesaver mobile storage system. Not only that, they can be stored in less 

floor space, reducing your building lease and construction costs.

To help eliminate non-productive space created by fixed aisles, the shelving and cabinets 

of mobile systems are mounted on wheeled carriages that travel on rails. To initiate carriage 

movement, three basic modes of operation are available – manual, mechanically assisted, 

and powered.

Mechanical Assist Mobile StoragePowered Mobile Storage Manual Mobile Storage Off-Site Mobile Storage



LIBRARY | MOBILE STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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POWERED: Users open system aisles with a simple push of a button. Provides state-of-the-art technology and safety for 

users and maximum storage densities. Ideal for high-access applications where maximum reliability, security and protection 

of stored materials are key concerns.

MECHANICAL ASSIST: Users open system aisles by rotating ergonomic drive handles. Basic safety systems are available. 

Ideal for medium-sized storage systems with higher activity levels, heavier load factors, greater carriage lengths and a larger 

number of system ranges.

MANUAL: Users open system aisles by pushing handles left or right. Ideal for smaller, low-activity, limited-access storage areas.



LIBRARY | 4-POST AND DOUBLE- WALL SHELVING SOLUTIONS
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Designed to adapt to both stationary and mobile storage applications, 

Spacesaver 4-Post and case-type shelving (also known as double-wall shelving) 

offer you a comprehensive choice of options. To enhance their functional utility, 

individual shelving units can be equipped with lockable doors, storage and file 

drawers, bins and pull-out reference shelves, as well as a broad array of storage 

accessories, accommodating a wide array of media formats.

Divider RodsDouble-Wall Shelving

Pull-Out Reference ShelfPerforated Shelving



Spacesaver 4-post and case-typeshelving systems are engineered for stability, strength and rugged 

functionality. For added structural rigidity, shelves are fabricated using cold-rolled steel and used with 

welded-steel uprights, enabling the systems to support greater loads.

Easily assembled, disassembled and reassembled, Spacesaver shelving systems are designed for convenient 

reconfiguration, relocation or expansion as your storage needs change.

LIBRARY | 4-POST AND DOUBLE- WALL SHELVING SOLUTIONS
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LIBRARY | CANTILEVER SHELVING STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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Today you not only need to shelve media, but also display and merchandise it. 

We are continually expanding our line of specialty shelves and accessories to 

keep up with the demands of today – and tomorrow. Designed for both static 

and mobile configurations, you can achieve maximum capacity no matter how 

you arrange your library.

Periodical Display ShelfMultimedia Browsing Drawer

Oblique Hanging Files Multimedia Shelving



LIBRARY | CANTILEVER SHELVING STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Designed to adapt to both stationary and mobile storage applications, Spacesaver cantilever shelving (also 

known as bookstack) offers a comprehensive range of options and storage accessories to meet your specific 

needs and accommodate a wide array of media formats. Easily assembled, disassembled and reassembled, 

cantilever shelving systems are designed to conveniently reconfigure, relocate or expand as your storage  

needs change.
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Easy User OperationSafety Features

Heavy-Guage Steel Shelving Stationary High-Bay Shelving

Libraries of all types across campus are space-starved organizations under growing pressure 

to find new ways to get more use and profit out of less and less space. One obvious answer: 

Transform precious on-site space for purposes other than storage by archiving materials off-site. 

Designed specifically for high-density off-site storage, the XTend® system from Spacesaver is the 

industry’s very first mobile high-bay storage system. It combines proven, best-in-class compact 

storage technology with well-established industrial-grade storage design concepts.



LIBRARY | OFF-SITE STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Archiving little-used materials off-site gives you mores usable 

on-site space. With an XTend® system you are assured that  

your rare or valuable materials are safely archived and 

thoroughly protected.
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Long gone are the days when the main purpose of a library was to store the books and media for the community 

to borrow.  Today, libraries are more popular than ever being used by a wide variety of patrons with varying needs.  

Patrons will now find in libraries computer labs with access to the Internet, employment services, entrepreneurial 

incubators, meeting/conference/workshop spaces, lounges, and even coffee cafes. Some of this library re-purposing 

is reactive, but much of it is pro-active. Libraries realize that they must re-purpose to maintain and grow patronage.

Retail Cafe

Computers

Lounge

Work Area Children

By mounting storage units on wheeled 
carriages that run on tracks, Spacesaver 
systems eliminate the need for fixed aisle 
space. You simply push a button on our 
powered systems or turn the handle on our 
manual ones to open an aisle where you want 
it. The result is 100% greater storage capacity 
or 50% space reduction.

Traditional 
Static Racking

High-Density
Mobile Storage

Spacesaver Advantage



LIBRARY | RE-PURPOSING STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Want to decrease current storage footprint by 50%, freeing up space for renovation? 

Try High-density mobile storage with powered, mechanical assisted or manual options.

Interested in a reading room hosting a variety of print materials and other media?

Cantilever shelving with customizable design options such as a wide array of colors and end panel materials and finishes to 

complement and match any décor. 

Looking for a reference and customer service area,  teen center for reading, games and hanging out or Computer Lab?

4-post and case-type shelving available with an endless palette of color choices and workspace, counter top and end panel

materials such as granite, marble and wood laminate and frosted acrylic.
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LIBRARY | UNIQUE STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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Spacesaver has a variety of options for any unique storage needs. 

Divider rods to store laptop computers: Laptop storage made simple and secure with Spacesaver divider rods 
and four post shelving. Everything has a place and everything in its place, neat and tidy.

WRX Wheels® Transport System to store books: WRX Wheels storage solution paired with Cantilever shelving 
provides book storage that is sturdy, function and mobile. Endless configuration possibilities make it a cinch to 
revamp space.

Manual mobile storage systems as a retail store: Instant showroom or retail shop can be a reality with Spacesaver 
Manual Mobile storage systems. Fully customizable systems allow for retail product display and inventory storage 
as well as point of sale hosting. Quickly opens to unveil your store.  Closes easily to wrap up the day and provide 
security when you’re not there.

Unique cantilever shelving solutions: Love books and want to make your favorite collections a focal point? Try 
Cantilever shelving paired with a little creativity for a unique storage experience. 

Perforated shelving to allow your rare and archival materials to breathe: Spacesaver provides storage solutions 
for the most rare objects and archival materials. Perforated shelving allows for better air circulation and longevity of 
your collection.

Book cart Storage

Laptop Storage

Mobile Retail Store Built in Shelving Perforated Shelving



LIBRARY | DESIGN OPTIONS
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Your design options are virtually unlimited. Spacesaver’s shelving systems 

are available in an imaginative range of colors, as well as end panel materials 

and finishes to complement and match any décor. Our powder-coat paint 

finishes are extremely durable, meeting or exceeding the stringent scuff, 

scratch and chip requirements of the American Library Association.

Laminate End Panels

Wood End PanelsAcrylic End Panels

Durable Paint Finishes

Card Holders

Range Finders

Raised Wood

Radius Wood 
or Laminate

Recessed Wood

Flat Wood or 
Laminate



While considering a purchase from Spacesaver, it’s important 

to consider the purchasing vehicles that are available. 

Spacesaver has a variety of contracts, partnerships and 

teaming agreements that give you every choice available on 

how you want to procure your storage systems. 

CONTRACT #052910 KII
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Sustainability Encompasses More than Just Creating a Great Product ...

It is a commitment to protect and give back to our local and global community through 

environmentally friendly manufacturing practices and corporate stewardship. We, at 

Spacesaver Corporation, respect the environment and strive to preserve the availability of 

natural resources for future generations. As part of this vision, we recognize and embrace our 

responsibility to help protect human health and the environment — and are resolute to that 

end by continually improving our internal operations and the products we make.

www.spacetothinkstorage.com

Spacesaver products are Greenguard® certified.
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